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Measure title: Integrated access control strategy in Krakow 

City: Krakow Project: Caravel 
Measure 
number: 

6.1 

 

A Introduction 

A1 Objectives 

The measure objectives are: 

• To enlarge access-controlled areas 

• To achieve social consensus for integrative policy on use of scarce public space 

• To improve conditions of public transport in the city centre 

• To make city centre more attractive for non-motorised transport users 

• To better promote in mass media the policy about car mobility 

A2 Description  

Krakow was one of the first cities in the country to implement severe access restrictions in 
inner-city areas. Krakow has equally implemented a comprehensive traffic restraint scheme 
in the city centre (A, B, C Zones). In the city centre of Krakow, three different types of access 
zones are currently in operation. Krakow will enlarge and implement a new access regime for 
its B-Zone. The main objective of this measure is to implement all ideas of "Project of 
changes of traffic rules in the city centre of Krakow". The main advantage of this concept 
is that the scheme has existed for several years now and it is well known among citizens; this 
represents an opportunity to enlarge the car restricted zones (especially "B" zone) without 
changing the current behaviors in a very strong way. The enlargement of the "B" zone will be 
done in a specific way, making possible at the same time to improve public transport 
conditions in the city centre. 

B Measure implementation 

B1 Innovative aspects 

 
The innovative aspects of the measure are: 

• Targeting specific user groups – the measure is targeted mainly to car drivers 
making illegal through traffic within historical city centre. Number of illegal traffic 
will decrease. 

 

• New policy instrument – the measure is in line with the new transport policy, 
established in Krakow in July 2007. The access control strategy is one of the 
most important instrument needed for the implementation of a sustainable 
transport policy 
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• Underground parking lots – as a tool to achieve new parking management 
scheme (liquidation of on-street parking places). Building of new underground 
parking lots in the historical city centre is perceived as an innovative solution 
helping to reorganise parking management and to attract and ease PT for car 
drivers, nowadays creating big problems with congestion and with usage of space 
originally planned for pedestrians and cyclers 

B2 Situation before CIVITAS  

Krakow was one of the first cities in the country to implement severe access restrictions in 
inner-city areas. Krakow has equally implemented a comprehensive traffic restraint scheme 
in the city centre (A, B, C Zones). Since 1979 the main market square and neighbouring 
streets are closed for car traffic. However, the enforcement of this scheme is done by traffic 
wardens that are not sufficiently effective. In the city centre of Krakow, three different types of 
access zones are currently in operation. The A – zone is only for pedestrians and cyclists. 
The B – zone is a limited traffic zone (only for inhabitants and goods deliveries). The C-zone 
is a wider zone with parking fees (from 10-18 o’clock).  

 

B3 Actual implementation of the measure 

The measure was implemented in the following stages: 
 

Stage 1: Conceptual project of new access control strategy (01.2006 – 12.2007) 
– Main activities from the beginning of the Caravel Project, were focused on the 
creation of a conceptual project of traffic reorganization in the city centre  

 

Stage 2: Finalizing of the detailed project of new access control scheme 
(12.2007 – 03.2008) – a wide consultation process and stakeholder involvement have 

Map 1: Existing concept of A, B, C zones with restrictions 

for individual cars 
Map 2: Concept of enlargement of B zone with restrictions 

for individual cars 
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taken place, in order to create a final detailed project of new rules of access in the city 
centre. 

Stage 3: New underground parking lots programme (05.2005 – 10..2007) – A new 
innovative tendering procedure including public-private partnership has been 
launched at UMK. As an result a Spanish company has been subcontracted for 
building and operating an underground parking lot at “Plac na Groblach” close to the 
historical city centre. 

 
B3-2. Mayor of Krakow visiting construction site 

B4 Deviations from the original plan. 

 

The deviations from the original plan comprised:  

• Delay in underground parking lots development – The work done during the 
first two years of the project was concentrated on the creation of underground parking 
lots which have been considered on the political level (Mayor of Krakow) as a 
precondition for the elimination of on-street parking and the extension of the restricted 
areas, i.e. for the implementation of the new traffic organization. All attempts to 
realize underground parking together with private companies (operators) via Public- 
Private-Partnership (PPP) failed. As a consequence of these failures and the long 
process to recover all relevant documents from the first contractor whose contract has 
been cancelled due to indolence, there will be no underground parking lots within the 
lifetime of CARAVEL. The measure suffered because of the limited staff availability 
within the municipality of Krakow (UMK). The main risk related to this measure refers 
to the execution of the task, which aimed at eliminating at least 500 parking places in 
the area within the 2nd city beltway and this is connected with the underground 
parking space development in this area. The City was forced to dissolve the contract 
on developing 5 underground parking spaces, which was concluded in 2002, due to 
indolence of the Contractor. (The contract was concluded as the private-public 
partnership). After completing the tender procedure on developing a parking space in 
the area of the Na Groblach Square (intended for approximately. 600 parking places 
– the agreement signed on November 23th, 2006), it is very likely that the opening of 
this parking space will be done after completing the CARAVEL project, that is in 2009. 
Due to lack of bidding offers, the project for new traffic organization in the area of 
Śródmieście – see yellow line was not developed. The first tender procedure to select 
a contractor was launched in July 2006. At present a tender procedure on execution 
of the abovementioned project was announced. Its completion shall enable the 
implementation of the first stage of traffic organization changes in the 2Q 2007. 
According to the opinion of the Mayor of the City of Krakow, implementation of further 
traffic restrictions in relation to the city centre should be preceded by the development 
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of underground parking spaces. The 6.1 measure is the most controversial one 
among all the measures within the project and will probably cause objectives of 
different social groups (e.g. tradesmen).  

• Main deviation which occurred is lack of underground parking lots in the city 
centre which might influence the elimination of on-street parking places (in terms of 
possible number to be eliminated – 500 in the measure objectives), and also 
influence the political will to enlarge the access restrictions in the city centre. Failure 
of the contract signed in 2002 for the development of a few parking spaces was due 
to long-term negotiations with the Contractor, difficulties in obtaining indispensable 
decisions, permits and settlements.  

• Long-term process of the “Concept of traffic organization changes in the Krakow’s 
Śródmieście” consultations. Contents include all ideas for the reorganization in the 
city centre, i.e. enlargement of access restricted zone “B”, consultations were held 
among professionals (special board formally established by Mayor of Krakow), 
shopkeepers association, City Council. 

 

B5 Inter-relationships with other measures 

The measure is related to other measures as follows: 

• Measure 6.4 -  Electronic access control system, which is being tested within 
M6.4 can strongly influence the enforcement on new access control strategy 
developed within M6.1. It is very important to ensure proper enforcement of new 
access and parking strategy in the city centre. 

C Evaluation – methodology and results 

C1 Measurement methodology 

C1.1 Impacts and Indicators 

Table of Indicators. Insert own table where available, use landscape layout as necessary 

Evaluation 
Category 

N° Indicator Units Source of 
data 

Methodology for 
indicator construction 

(survey, modelling, etc) 

Baselin
e date 

Own 
(29) 

Extension of 
restricted area  
 

% or km 
of roads 

UMK Measurement 12.2007 

Own 
(30) 
 

Reduction of car 
traffic in “B-Zone 

% UMK Measurement/Modelling 10.2007 

Own 
(31) 
 

Eliminated on-
street parking 
 

%/number UMK Measurement 12.2007 

Transport 
 

Own 
(32) 
 

PT vehicles 
speed 
 

Km/h UMK Measurement/Modelling 02.2008 

Economy 
 
CI3 
 

Vehicle fuel 
efficiency 
 

MJ/vkm PK Modelling 12.2007 
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Cl5 
CO levels 
 

g/m3 PK Modelling 12.2007 

Cl6 
NOx levels 
 

g/m3 PK Modelling 12.2007 

Cl7 
Particulate levels 
 

g/m3 PK Modelling 12.2007 

Environmen
t 
 

Own 
(33) 

Noise level 
 

dB UMK Measurement 12.2007 

Transport Cl23 
Average vehicle 
speed 

Km/h UMK Modelling 12.2007 

 
Detailed description of the indicator methodologies: 

 

• Extension of restricted area - Estimation of the area with implemented restrictions. 

• Reduction of car traffic - Direct measurement of the traffic level inside the restricted 
area 

• Eliminated on-street parking - Direct measurement of on street parking in restricted 
traffic area (taking into consideration illegal parking cars) 

• PT vehicles speed - There is planned microsimulation approach. Using Vissim 
software, chosen corridors will be modeled. Results of the simulation will state the 
base for evaluation. 

• Vehicle fuel efficiency - Estimation of saved energy in private cars. Modeling with 
micro simulation software (e.g. Vissim) 

• CO levels - Data comes from modeling in Visum Programme 

• NOx levels - Data comes from modeling in Visum Programme 

• Particulate levels - Data comes from modeling in Visum Programme 

• Noise level - The information comes from measurement of noise level in chosen 
area. 

• Average vehicle speed - the Average vehicle speed will be estimated using direct 
measurement instruments Average vehicle speed will be estimated in peak and off 
peak period. 
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C1.2 Establishing a baseline 

On 10th July 2007 a special press conference has been organized by UMK, where the 
Deputy Mayor and Site Coordinator have announced the changes to be implemented and 
presented  the whole measure with its objectives, next steps, etc. in order to inform the 
media and public opinion about concrete elements to be implemented this year. Citizens 
have been also asked to present their point of view by sending emails with opinions and to 
give a vote in the on-line poll launched at the municipality’s website. The Mayor of Krakow 
has announced that he will take a final decision after this consultancy period and after 
holding several additional meetings with different stakeholders (i.e. shopkeepers 
association). 
 

C1.3 Building the business-as-usual scenario 

In case of not implementation any of measure idea there would be increase number of cars 
needed parking place, and not enough space for demand. Cars would park on streets as it 
happened now and interrupt streets and pavements traffic. Locations which have been 
chosen to build parking lots (“Plac na Groblach”, at Muzeum Narodowe -Focha Street, next 
to Agricultural Academy at 2nd ring road and also in the area of main city stadium) would be 
full of cars and there won’t be any chance for liquidation of on-street and on-pavement 
parking places due to planned opening of consecutive parking lots. 
Without implementation of three main changes on the 1st ring road introducing them to the 
new “B” zone areas also in strict city centre there would be too heavy traffic, which would 
result in a paralyze of city and frustrated of drivers and pedestrians. 

C2 Measure results 

C2.1 Economy   

 
Vehicle fuel efficiency 

 

C2.2 Energy   

C2.3 Environment  

CO levels 
 
NOx levels 
 
Particulate levels 
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Noise level 

Measurement was taken in twenty points in C zone of the City. Points were chosen at the 
beginnings and at ends of streets - entries to B zone in September 2007. 

C2.3-1. Table of noise level 

Measurement 
Point 

Street Name 
Sound Volume 

[dB] 

1 Warszawska 75 

2 Warszawska /Basztowa 75 

3 Długa 75 

4 Długa/Basztowa 75 

5 Krowoderska 75 

6 Łobzowska 75 

7 Karmelicka 70 

8 Karmelicka/Dunajewskiego 70 

9 Krupnicza 75 

10 Podwale 70 

11 Piłsudzkiego 75 

12 Zwierzyniecka 70 

13 Podzamcze 70 

14 Pl. Wszystkich Świętych 55 

15 Stradomska 70 

16 Sebastiana 70 

17 Starowiślna 70 

18 Wielopole 75 

19 Lubicz 70 

20 Pawia 65 
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C2.4 Transport  

Extension of the restricted area 

C2.4-1. Table of size and capacity of city centre areas 

Area of C zone 3,19 km
2
 

Area of B zone 0,82 km
3
 

Lenght of B zone 6,31 km 

Lenght of A zone 2,50 km 

No of on-street parking 
places  14130 places 

Accumulation 12970 places 

B zone was extended to Pl. Szczepanski with dimensions approximately 62x62m.and section 
of Dunajewskiego street to Grabarska street. The result of this operation is an increase of B 
zone length by 310 m, without an influence on area size. There reduction of a parking area of 
200 places also took place. 

Reduction of car traffic in B-Zone  

C2.4-2. Table of intensity of traffic,September 2007 

Mesuring 
Point Street Name 

Intensity of 
traffic 
[wehicles/hour] 

Intesity of PT traffic 
(trams and busses) 
[vehicle/hour] 

1 Warszawska  236 34 
2 Warszawska /Basztowa 556 108 
3 Długa 937 46 
4 Długa/Basztowa 596 107 
5 Krowoderska 680 11 
6 Łobzowska 764 2 
7 Karmelicka 753 77 
8 Karmelicka/Dunajewskiego 764 58 
9 Krupnicza 313 0 

10 Podwale 766 70 
11 Piłsudzkiego 1024 37 
12 Zwierzyniecka 937 38 
13 Podzamcze 1633 50 
14 Pl. Wszystkich Świętych 112 52 
15 Stradomska 920 62 
16 Sebastiana 550 6 
17 Starowiślna 331 76 
18 Wielopole 744 52 
19 Lubicz 545 83 

20 Pawia 789 169 
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Eliminated on-street parking 
 
There are two areas where on-street parking was eliminated: Mały Rynek (“Little Square”) 
with 100 parking places and Pl. Szczepański with 200 parking places. Therefore these two 
historical squares were used only as parking lots, now there are restored to the previous 
condition and again use as a space for pedestrians-citizens and tourist.  

C2.4-3. Mały Rynek before the restore 

 

 

C2.4-4. Mały Rynek after the restore 
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PT vehicles speed 

Average vehicle speed 

C2.5 Society  

 

C3 Achievement of quantifiable targets  

No. Target Rating 

1 To enlarge access-controlled areas ���� 

2 
To achieve social consensus for integrative policy on use of scarce public 
space 

���� 

3 To improve conditions of public transport in the city centre ���� 

4 To better promote in mass media the policy about car mobility restrictions ���� 

NA = Not Assessed ���� = Not achieved ��������= Achieved in full        ������������= Exceeded 

 

C4 Up-scaling of results 

C5 Appraisal of evaluation approach 

C6 Summary of evaluation results 

The key results are as follows: 

• Key result 1  – description text description text description text description text  
 description text description text description text 

• Key result 2  – description text description text description text description text… 

 ............ 

 

D Lessons learned 

D1 Barriers and drivers 

D1.1 Barriers 

• Delays in realization of underground parking lots  
Due to big political discussion and opposition of some city councilors, most probably only 
some element of the measure - extension of "B" zone will be implemented before the end 
of the project. According to a statement made by the Mayor of Krakow, more access 
restrictions and liquidation of on-street parking places will be possible from July 2009, 
after the opening of a first underground parking lot. 
Krakow’s Site Coordinator is making efforts in order to achieve at least a partial 
implementation of new access restrictions area. But it is too much political influence, and 
also influence of delays in infrastructure development (including underground parking 
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lots) is needed to implement more access restrictions. Thus, no actual implementation of 
this part of the measure has taken place.  
It would not be possible to have results for situation "after", if implementation will not be 
successful. But according to plans, the only possibility for these to be done will be after 
July 2009. 
To meet the evaluation requirements within the project lifetime the project proposes to 
evaluate all other elements of the measure which have been implemented as planned 
and to strengthen the process evaluation; M 06.01 is one of the measures for in-depth 
process evaluation. 
The measure (evaluation) would benefit from the 3 months extension currently under 
discussion. 

• Lobby in City Council against extending access restricted B-zone 

The city administration (e.g. the responsible department for road administration) refused 
the measure implementation in the whole scope and proposed several cuts. The first 
scheme and its severe demands emerged to be too demanding. The reason was that the 
city administration wanted to prevent complaints on behalf of inhabitants, shopkeepers 
etc. An interesting point is that in internal talks with the mayor, he suggested an even 
more severe restriction. However, the first priorities for the city are hard measures as the 
improvement of infrastructure (parking, roads and public transport). Therefore the 
measure implementation very much relied on the process of tendering and subsequently 
constructing the underground car park. All in all, support from “inside” the administration 
is a crucial driver of the process 

• Negative public opinion 

Polish society is very much geared to possessing a private car. From the day cars 
became affordable and at the same time a symbol for freedom, Polish people strived to 
have their own car. Understandably, to break this development is rather difficult. 
Moreover, a big part of Polish society is not aware of the problems caused by private 
transport and restricting car access is more associated with hindering a development 
than with a positive impact.    

• Negative Information and public relations 

From the very beginning the measure got much media attention since everybody could 
be affected by its implementation. Local media reported quite negatively about the plans 
to extend access restriction in the inner-city. The lack of a professional public relations 
strategy and the focus on the technical implementation of the measure was the reason for 
the negative image. But initial critique turned into more positive releases acknowledging 
the right direction of the measure and admitting that building roads does not solve traffic 
problems.  

 

D1.2 Drivers 

• Support from independent institutions 

Several institutions such as the Polish Ecological Club or bicycle organisations were 
involved in the process implementation. However, their role was only limited and rather 
supportive than leading. Nevertheless, these institutions always sent positive signs to the 
outside and influenced the broader opinion. Their involvement was a crucial driver within 
the measure implementation and should even have been enhanced.  

• Engagement of the politicians which support sustainable mobility 
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D2 Participation of stakeholders  

• Stakeholder 1 – representatives of the municipality of Krakow and Deputy Mayor 
– organization of meetings 

• Stakeholder 2 – municipal councillors and councillors of the city districts, 

• Stakeholder 3 – municipality departments, 

• Stakeholder 4 – public transport companies, 

• Stakeholder 5 – cars users, 

• Stakeholder 6 – ecological organizations, 

• Stakeholder 7 – shopkeeper associations, 

• Stakeholder 8 – CARAVEL partners from Krakow 

• Stakeholder 9 – Krakow’s citizens 

D3 Recommendations 

• The experiences of Krakow show that the involvement of key actors other than 
the municipality or relevant affected stakeholders can accelerate the process of 
promoting and implementing access restraint. In the case of Krakow, in the very 
beginning the media were more an opposing party than a facilitator. Having 
media on your side is a crucial driver of the process. Therefore it is advisable to 
inform local press in sufficient time and also to involve the media as an 
independent key actor in all approaches. A key representative on the media side 
could be part of the project and support the ongoing process.  

• Furthermore, the involvement of non-governmental organisations (NGOs), as in 
Krakow’s case for instance the Polish Ecological Club, can be a basic driver of 
the implementation of the measure. These organisations are independent, 
believable and reliable. The City of Krakow recommends to involve external 
experts as a partner with an own budget from the very beginning of the measure 
launch. This approach helps to reach the citizens.  

• In Krakow, the realisation of the integrated access control strategy very much 
relied on infrastructure issues such as the construction of the underground car 
park. With its delay (especially regarding the tendering procedure), the whole 
measure was delayed, too. From this experience it is suggested to introduce 
access restriction only after relevant hard infrastructure measures have been 
finished. This also raises the willingness of citizens to accept access restraint in 
inner-city areas.  

• Participation and thus the involvement of citizens is a precondition for a 
successful implementation of all measures affecting one’s personal habits.  
Krakow has made the experience that at the beginning people tend to agree to 
the idea of access restrictions. This phenomenon is due to the individual 
understanding or interpretation of the measure and its impacts; people have 
specific solutions or approaches in mind, which are rarely in line with the 
measure’s real aims. As a reason of a low information level in the beginning, 
people start to be opposed to any changes they did not have in mind before. 
Thus, to create transparency by raising people’s awareness 1) of the problem 
situation and 2) of the measure’s positive effects, is therefore an important step to 
achieve acceptance from the public. As long as people are not informed about the 
real aims and effects up to an appropriate level, they will reject any changes.  
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D4 Future activities relating to the measure 

Body text body text body text body text body text body text body text body text body text 
body text body text body text body text body text body text body text body text body text body 
text … 
 


